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Marco Salvador 
Processo a Rolandina
The true story of  a transgender condemned to the 
stake in 14th century Venice 

Fernandel 2017

130 pages

“A sort of  reportage  directly  based on trial records and th secret diary of  one
of  the judges” 
Stefano Crivelli, "Critica letteraria" 

Venice, 1353. For a long time a young woman has walked through Rialto with her egg
carts for sale. But working as a pedlar is not enough to survive, much less to realize the
dream of  opening a real shop. That's why she is also a prostitute. Nevertheless, being
beautiful, kind and always available to help her neighbors, she is loved and respected.
Then one day she is indicted on a charge of  sodomy and the  suspect arises that she is
not really a woman. Thus begins a process that is a kind of  earthquake, because even in
the secular and enlightened Venice sodomy, even between male and female, is a crime.
When  it  is  discovered  the  real  sex  of  Rolandina,  they  will  not  have  pity.  And  for
Rolandina, a really existent character, the first transgender documented in the Christian
Europa, it will be the end. 

Marco Salvador,  besides  being a successful  writer  -  translated  into
several languages,  is a scholar of  the Middle Ages.  For Piemme has
published seven works  that are a  distant  mirror of  the present  and
behind the facade of  historical novels hide a fierce criticism to power.
Fernandel has already published La casa del quarto comandamento (2004), a
novel dedicated to the condition of  the elderly forced into rest homes,
and  Il  maestro  di giustizia (2007),  a  novel of  love and espionage that
tackles the nonconformist theme of  euthanasia. 
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Eraldo Baldini
Tre mani nel buio
Fernandel 2017

232 pages

"The desire to come to an end and discover the guilty of  such 
atrocious crimes." Review at RadioLibri.it 

Three stories that are interwoven with sometimes bloody and spectacular, sometimes
subtle crimes, which have province as a scenery: a quiet, "tailor-made" sleepy city , a rich
and  neat  countryside,  a  Riviera  resort  which  in  the  imagination  of  holiday  makers
represents  the  perfect  amusement  park,  but  which  can,  like  any  respected  funfair,
contain a disturbing horror tunnel.
The  leading  theme  the  three  story,  along  with  the provincial  setting,  and  the  same
investigators (Commissario Righetti, Ispettore Cardona, and their collaborators) is the
disturbing  and  profound  narrative  motif  of  physical  and  mental  illness.

From these three short novels emerges Eraldo Baldini's special skill in creating suspense
from the first to the last line, his ability to make the most of  the scenery in atmosphere
of  landscapes, his original, quick and elegant pen. 

Eraldo Baldini was born in Russi (Ra) and lives in Ravenna. In
his novels he has been able to combine "rural gothic", noir and
horror  into  an  original  vein.  He  is  one  of  the  most  popular
Italian authors of  black stories. In the catalogue of  Fermandel,
also his best-selling title, Bambine and the collection of  stories Fra
l'Adiatico e il West. 

His site is eraldobaldini.it 
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Eraldo Baldini
FACCIA DI SALE

Fernandel 2017 -  
New edition - October 2017

A deep metaphor of  the troubles of  life, of  the existence in each
of  us of  a "dark side", and  the possibility to escape from our
personal  hells,  this  book  has  been  awarded  with  the  Premio
Serantini  

It is the year 1699 and the project of  rebuilding a new town close to the sea was finally
implemented.  In the original place only the old cathedral stands,  the Church of  Our
Lady of  Waters, a lonely memorial on the  empty marshland.
Luigi Derigo had managed every stage of  the work. He saw the demolition and building
of  houses, he persuaded his people to leave that land now prey to swamps and fevers, to
move on the new coastline. He had to  take care both of  the living and the dead people,
to ensure them a worthy burial in the cathedral  crypt.  But just the night before the
leaving,   Derigo becomes aware of  a  horrible truth.  Shaken,  disfigured and believed
dead, he is thrown into the crypt, where he  wakes up and experience a journey full of
pain and terror, then of  slow body healing, vengeance, and eventually soul rejuvenation.
With the arrival of  the Century of  Enlightenment, he begins his long journey into the
darkness of  loneliness,  madness and hate,  to a  "rebirth", which will  also be possible
thanks to the help of  Aunt Pachina, an old sorceress who knows the heart of  men. 

Eraldo Baldini was born in Russi (Ra) and lives in Ravenna. In
his novels he has been able to combine "rural gothic", noir and
horror  into  an  original  vein.  He  is  one  of  the  most  popular
Italian authors of  black stories. In the catalogue of  Fermandel,
also his  best-selling  title,  Bambine and the collection of  stories
Fra l'Adiatico e il West. 

His site is eraldobaldini.it 
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Il sorriso dei Khmer Rouge
Romeo Orlandi

Novel

Derive Approdi  2017

128 pages

“They had taken arms for the same utopia, their flags had 
the same colour”

In the last quarter of  the last century, the lives of  the two protagonists of  the novel are
intertwined.
A doctor out of  the armed struggle in the 1970s in Italy and a Red Khmer in Pol Pot's
Cambodia  who believed in absolute redemption.
Their stories are inspired by great ideals but littered with defeats. They meet as they flee
from  a  cumbersome  and  painful  past,  dotted  with  violence  and  an  inexplicable
assassination. Their experiences join in a Red Cross refugee camp. Political and personal
differences will be therapeutic for both, while the Pol Pot regime is delivered to the story
and the mystery of  a devastating death is finally dissolved. 

Romeo Orlandi
He is Vice President of  the Italian-Asean Association. Economist
and Sinologist, has teaching assignments on East Asian Economy
at the University of  Bologna and in several post-graduate masters.
He has directed the Osservatorio Asia think tank since its foundation
in  2004.  He  has  lived  and  worked  in  Los  Angeles,  Singapore,
Shanghai and Beijing. He is the author of  numerous essays and
books for  Il Mulino and Il Sole 24 Ore.
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La figlia del partigiano O'Connor
by Michele Marziani 

Clichy 2017
ISBN: 978-88-6799-403-8 
14x21 cm
160 pages

€ 15,00

 

“it is important that we remember our brothers and sisters who went to Spain to fight Fascism…”
Christy Moore

In 1936, some hundreds of  young Socialists or Republicans left Ireland, following IRA
member Frank Ryan, and chose to fight in Spain in the Fifteenth International Brigade,
alongside Spanish anti-fascists. This is the story of  the daughter of  one of  them, Pablita
O'Connor, born and raised in Italy, in a Piedmont alpine valley. At her retirement age,
Pablita  decides  to  go  on  a  journey  in  search  of  her  roots.  She  will  discover  the
enchantment  of  Ireland  and  something  his  father,  Malachy  O'Connor,  anti-Fascist
confined on Ventotene Island and partisan in the Ossola valleys, had concealed in his
biography of  fighter in Spain. 
Michele Marziani in his new novel offer a story made of  small everyday things that can
pass through History. 

Michele  Marziani,  born  in  Rimini  in  1962,   lives  between  Italy  and
Ireland.  He  is  the  author  of  several  fiction  and  non-fiction  works,
including the award-winning  Umberto Dei. Biografia non autorizzata di una
bicicletta,  La  signora  del  caviale,  Nel  nome  di  Marco,  Barafonda  e  the
philosophical pamphlet Il pescatore di tempo.
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In the longlist of PREMIO STREGA

Bibbia pagana
by Giorgio Dell'Arti 
€ 19,00

Edizioni Clichy
 
13x20 cm
496 pages

“Un lavoro davvero biblico”
Enzo di Branco, Il Manifesto

“A ogni pagina è costante la potenza evocativa dell'autore”
Franco Manzoni, Il Corriere della Sera

Pagan bible is mythology in the form of  a novel.
Rather than developing the tale through  several independent stories one after the other 
and having as protagonists once Zeus, Aphrodite or Ulysses, Giorgio Dell'Arti faces a 
challenge never tried before: to assemble into a true novel - which has a beginning, a 
development and an end - the various myths.
The result is a strong story, written in a completely new style for Italian literature, a rich, 
popular and learned language, and a complex yet immediate narrative, like all myths, full 
of  lights and colours, describing a primitive wild and bellicose society, in which gods and
men mingle with each other, fighting and making love. 

Giorgio Dell'Arti (b. 1945) has worked as a journalist until 1992, 
than as an independent writer he established an editorial company
to provide original texts to publishers. He is the author of  two 
novels and several essays
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Meccanoscritto
Collettivo MetalMente
with Wu Ming 2 and Ivan Brentari

Foreword: with a story  of  Luciano Bianciardi 

Alegre 
2017

350 pages

In 1962 the metal worker union launched a literary competition addressed to its 
members, with a jury that included well-known writers - Umberto Eco, Franco Fortini, 
Giovanni Arpino and Luciano Bianciardi. The submitted manuscripts were forgotten 
until 2013, when Ivan Brentani “discovered” them within old files of  Archivio del 
Lavoro in Sesto San Giovanni. This events inspired the creation of  a collective team of  
writers aimed at creating stories inspired to the present days work

This book includes the manuscripts of  1963, the new stories and some texts that make a
bridge between past and present.

Sacchi, segretario della Fiom, lo ghermisce subito: «Tu devi scrivere un libro, un romanzo su questo 
sciopero…». Il capannello si forma subito. «Ma io», dice Bianciardi, «ho scritto sui minatori perché li 
conosco fin da bambino. Il libro sugli operai bisogna scriverlo, deve farlo uno di voi» 
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PAOLO PASI

I killed a Principle

euros 14,00 • pages 160

PAOLO PASI, (Milano, 1963), journalist and writer, in 1995 he 

won the first edition of the «Ilaria Alpi» journalist award and sin-

ce 1996 he has been working as an editor in RAI TG3. Author of 

several novels, Pasi is also a guitarist and composer, and he is 

part of the jury of the «Piero Ciampi» music award. 

In the sultriness of a Milan still numb by the cannon 
shots that General Bava Beccaris had fired on the 
unarmed crowd, a thirty years old anarchist weaver is 
waiting for his moment to come. He is just back from 
America, where he emigrated to escape poverty and 
persecution, and is carrying a revolver just bought 
in New York. His goal is the chest of Umberto I di 
Savoia, who the royalist rhetoric calls the Good King 
and the people have instead renamed Mitraglia King 
(Gun King) after the deaths of Milan, and Sicily, and 
Lunigiana... The three gunshots that Gaetano Bresci 
shoots to the king’s heart not only hit the individual 
but also the sanctity of his power. And the fourth 
shot, that did not explode, Bresci knows he has shot 
it to himself. Beatings, isolation, deprivation are what 
he expects. Maybe even murder disguised as suici-
de. But that evening of July, in Monza, the hand of 
the anarchist weaver does not tremble.

29 July 1900.
The three gunshots that have 
changed the history of Italy.

elèuthera

illustrated by Fabio Santin

docufiction,
characters,

critique of institutions,
history and stories

NEW EDITION | JULY IN BOOKSTORES
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Title: In the centre of an ancient city 

Author: Rosa Mordenti 

Preface: Alessandro Portelli 

Pages: 96 

Release date: April 2017 

Renato, was a partisan and a journalist of Unità. He died in 1952 when he was 30, killed by 

his wife Maria Luisa. He was the grandfather of the author. Rosa loved her grandmother and 

she never knew her grandfather. Because of this unspeakable story, she has almost never 

heard about him in her family. Sixty-five years later, she retraces his life by inspecting 

archives and photos, by reading the trial’s documents and she fills the gaps with imagination 

and feelings. Her family memories are to be found outside: in the streets of Rome, in some 

books of the "strange Roman communists" who led the Resistance, in one Scene of the movie 

Rome 11:00, in the story of a newspaper. The book describes the collective path of an anti-

fascist generation from the war and dictatorship, passing through the Partisan struggle, the 

Liberation and the Constitution – a time when everything seemed possible – till the Popular 

Front’s defeat at 1948 elections and the subsequent normalization. “What you have in your 

hands”  says Alessandro Portelli in the preface, “is a work on how memory is removed and 

confused without being never wiped out”. 

So I saw you rushing with your roommates along Via Nazionale, chased by the German 

soldiers who had stopped you on the road. Your hands were dirty of paint and you were 

twenty. I saw you climbing over that high iron gate helped by ythe strength of despair, then 

losing your shoe, hiding behind a bush or a tree or perhaps a wall, waiting in the dark and 

calming your breath and heart. I saw you, finally. So now I can write to you and write for 

what I can. I follow your tracks.   

Rosa Mordenti is a journalist. She worked for the weekly newspaper Carta. She is the 

author, with others, of Guida alla roma ribelle (Voland, 2013).   

Alessandro Portelli, considered among the founders of oral history, teaches Anglo-American 

Literature at La Sapienza University in Rome   



Demasiado
Sandro Medici
La crociera dei rivoluzionari mancati

• ISBN 9788865481592
• Pages: 224
• DeriveApprodi 2016
• Novel

Demasiado is the irrepressible desire, the overwhelming excess, 
an emotional bulimia which is difficult to accommodate 

One morning in  July  1978.  The port  of  Genoa  and a  powerful  sirocco.  A  Russian
transatlantic, the motorboat Sobinov. Two hundreds fifty prancing young Italian, eager to
embark.  From Genoa  to  Havana,  passing  through Barcelona  and Lisbon.  The 11th
Youth  Festival  is  scheduled  for  the first  time in  the  American  continent.  Cuba,  the
mambo, the mango, the revolution, Che Guevara, the embargo. And a thousand young
people cross the ocean to reach that goal. 9000 km, 13 days and 13 nights. Practically a
cruise.  The  revolution  can  wait.  Meanwhile,  you  can  also  enjoy  your  time.  That
nonconformist and rebellious generation, free thinking and trying to change the world,
eventually lost their innocence and turns into a herd of  traitors to the socialist cause,
unsettling the opaque Soviet hegemony, as well as the bulkheads of  the great ship. The
ship of  the revolution is ready to sail, and this on the boat novel will make it to sink with
joy. 

Sandro Medici  (1951) is  the  author of  Vite di poliziotti  (Einaudi,
1979),  Via  Po  (manifestolibri,  1987),  Un figlio (Baldini & Castoldi,
1996),  Vulture (Intra  Moenia,  2003).  He was a  journalist  with the
daily  newspaper  "il  manifesto",  covering  the  post  of  director
between 1990 and 1991. He has collaborated with numerous press
publications and is author of  television events. From 1997 to 2012
he was City Manager of  the City Hall in Rome and president of  the
municipality of  Cinecittà. 
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PIER FRANCESCO GASPARETTO
IL RAGAZZO CHE LEGGEVA ALLE DONNE
THE BOY WHO READ TO WOMEN
Novel

Manni 2017

208 pages

The months before and after the armistice of the 8th of September 1943,  in a small
village in Piedmont, men are fighting at the front and on the mountains, working in
factories  and  in  the  farms  while  in  homes  there  are  mostly  women  with  children.
The protagonist and narrator, a 10 years  old boy, moves between the nuns' convent
where he goes to school and  Aunt Speranza's hotel, which houses the  tote, that is the
"available ladies".
Both the convent and the hotel are secluded places, and in both places the  boy keeps
company with his loud readings. And above all, in the convent and in the Royal Hotel,
he listens to women and hears the stories of the country's lives and events,  the advice
on matters dispensed by the tote – and by the nuns - and the political views of the trade
union  leader  -  as  well  as  the  speeches  of  Danilo,  the  local  fascist  boss.
They are difficult times to decipher, much the more for a little boy who tries to grow up,
who looks for net boundaries between the right and the wrong, and falls in love of his
capricious playmate, the daughter of the  commanding officer of the fascist presidium.
The background is shaded like the Alps when they wake up in the fog. 

Pier Francesco Gasparetto was born in 1933 in Andorno, in
Piedmont, where he lives.
He  taught  English  Literature  at  the  University  of  Turin,  has
written  radio  dramas  and  screenplays   and  is  the  author  of
several novels. He is the President of the the Premio Biella  and
the Biella  Readers'  Club,  and collaborates  with  the daily  "La
Stampa". 

http://pier-francesco-gasparetto.oneminutesite.it/
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Bruno Gambarotta

Non si piange sul latte 
macchiato. Racconti in 
giallo
No use crying on macchiato milk.
Crime stories.

Pages: 144
E 13,00

Manni editori 2016

The Christmas lunch, an ancient castle transformed in a TV set, a poetry prize for the
Valentine’s day…these and others are the background of  the eight thrilling stories that
take  the  reader’s  breath  away,    written  by  the  ironic  and  elegant  pen  of  Bruno
Gambarotta.
Here it is, the author's love for the "well done job", being it also a crime or the magic of
the narration.

The author: Bruno Gambarotta lives in Turin, and has worked for almost 40 years with the State’s
television network RAI as  author and director. He collaborates  with several  newspapers and wrote
other crime stories: in 1977 La nipote scomoda, winner of  the prize Gran Giallo, and the succesful Ombra
di giraffe (Garzanti), amongst others.
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Alberto ROLLO

Un'educazione milanese

Manni 2016

160 p.
€ 16.00

Forthcoming – November 2016

“C’è un episodio e c’è una voce da cui non posso prescindere: siamo in una mattina dei cinquanta, una
mattina primaverile di domenica suppongo, perché sono con mio padre in abiti festivi, che mi tiene per
mano, l’aria è fresca, c’è una piccola folla nella piazza del quartiere in cui abitiamo. In mezzo alla piazza
un gruppo, verosimilmente maschile, che canta, che si esibisce. Non credo fossero zingari, come poi
diventarono  in  famiglia  quando  l’episodio  trovò  sensibili  uditori.  Cantano  accompagnati  da  una
fisarmonica  un  ritornello  molto  popolare  in  quegli  anni.  Fa  così,  produce  malinconia,  una  soffice
malinconia.  Mi  slaccio  dalla  presa  di  mio  padre  e  forse  mi  muovo  dentro  la  siepe  di  umani  con
baldanza. La cosa mi inquieta quando levo lo sguardo per cercarlo, e non lo vedo. Mi aggiro nel bosco
di gambe, borse, giacche appoggiate su un braccio, mani infilate in tasca, dentro l’ombra di tutti quei
corpi senza volto, e mi sento perduto. Piango. La folla si apre, e mi vede il cantante di strada, che mi
prende subito da sotto le ascelle, mi solleva in alto – e a me sembra di prendere il volo, di trovarmi
sempre più su, in mezzo alle foglie dei platani, là dove i rami si aprono e si vede il cielo. Sono sospeso in
quel  vuoto, in quell’abbandono, e l’uomo ripete in un italiano dialettale,  forte come la sua voce di
cantore: Di chi è questo bambino? Di chi è?,  e poi senza soluzione di continuità Milano lo vuole?
Milano lo vuole?, chi sa se l’interrogazione era davvero così drastica.” 

Alberto Rollo since 2005 has been literary editor at Giangiacomo
Feltrinelli  Editore.  He  has  collaborated  with  major  Italian
publishing companies, including De Agostini. In the eighties and
nineties he has written for national newspapers as a reviewer. He
was co-editor of  the magazine  Linea d'Ombra and wrote various
kinds of  essays on literary journals like Belfagor, Quaderni Piacentini,
Ombre Rosse,  L'Immaginazione.  A regular contributor to the annual
journal  Tirature,  Rollo translated  British  and  American
contemporary  authors  like  Will  Self,  Jonathan  Coe,  Steven
Millhauser  and  classics  like  Washington  Irving  and  William
Faulkner. Un'educazione milanese  is his first novel. 
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Two themed anthologies of  writings by Giacomo Leopardi

Il gallo silvestre e altri animali 
The Wild Cock and Other Animals

Illustrations by Mario Persico 
and two drawings by Giacomo Leopardi 
Texts selected and collected by Antonio Prete and 
Alessandra Aloisi 

Manni 2010
184 pages

The anthology collects passages about animals by the 
great Italian poet.

«Affermano  alcuni  maestri  e  scrittori  ebrei,  che  tra  il  cielo  e  la  terra,  o
vogliamo dire mezzo nell'uno e mezzo nell'altra, vive un certo gallo salvatico; il
quale sta in sulla terra coi piedi, e tocca colla cresta e col becco il cielo. Questo
gallo  gigante,  oltre  a  varie particolarità  che  di  lui  si  possono leggere  negli
autori  predetti,  ha  uso  di  ragione;  o  certo,  come  un  pappagallo,  è  stato
ammaestrato, non so da chi, a profferir parole a guisa degli uomini: perocché
si è trovato in una cartapecora antica, scritto in lettera ebraica, e in lingua tra
caldea, targumica, rabbinica, cabalistica e talmudica, un cantico intitolato, Scir
detarnegòl bara letzafra, cioè Cantico mattutino del gallo silvestre.»

Appunti  per  la  lettera  a  un  giovane  del
ventesimo secolo
Notes for the Letter to a 20th Century Young Man
Edited by Riccardo Broetto

Manni 2017
80 pages

Leopardi's suggestions to young people – about love,
virtue, education, friendship

"Leopardi  produces  the  opposite  effect  to  what  he  proposes.  He  does  not
believe in progress, and he makes you want progress; he does not believe in
freedom, and he makes to love freedom. He says that love, glory, virtue are
only illusions, and he burns in your chest an inexhaustible desire." 

Francesco De Sanctis
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Giacomo Leopardi, (born June 29, 1798, Recanati, Papal States—died
June 14,  1837,  Naples),  Italian  poet,  scholar,  and philosopher whose
outstanding scholarly and philosophical works and superb  lyric poetry
place him among the great writers of  the 19th century.

A  precocious,  congenitally  deformed  child  of  noble  but  apparently
insensitive  parents,  Giacomo  quickly  exhausted  the  resources  of  his
tutors. At the age of  16 he independently had mastered Greek, Latin,
and several modern languages, had translated many classical works, and
had  written  two tragedies,  many Italian  poems,  and several  scholarly
commentaries. 

Excessive study permanently damaged his health: after bouts of  poor vision, he eventually became
blind in  one eye  and developed a cerebrospinal  condition  that afflicted him all  his  life. Forced to
suspend his studies for long periods, wounded by his parents’ unconcern, and sustained only by happy
relationships with his brother and sister, he poured out his hopes and his bitterness in poems such as
Appressamento della morte (written 1816, published 1835; “Approach of  Death”), a visionary work in terza
rima,  imitative  of  Petrarch  and Dante but  written  with considerable  poetic skill  and inspired by  a
genuine feeling of  despair.

Two experiences in 1817 and 1818 robbed Leopardi of  whatever optimism he had left: his frustrated
love for his married cousin, Gertrude Cassi (subject of  his journal Diario d’amore and the elegy “Il primo
amore”),  and  the  death  from  consumption  of  Terese  Fattorini,  young  daughter  of  his  father’s
coachman, subject of  one of  his greatest lyrics, “A Silvia.” The last  lines of  this poem express the
anguish he felt all his life: “O nature, nature, / Why dost thou not fulfill / Thy first fair promise? / Why
dost thou deceive / Thy children so?”

Leopardi’s inner suffering was lightened in 1818 by a visit from the scholar and patriot Pietro Giordani,
who urged him to escape from his  painful  situation at  home. At last  he went to Rome for a  few
unhappy months (1822–23), then returned home for another painful period, brightened only by the
1824 publication of  his verse collection Canzoni. In 1825 he accepted an offer to edit Cicero’s works in
Milan. For the next few years he travelled between Bologna, Recanati, Pisa, and Florence and published
Versi (1826), an enlarged collection of  poems; and  Operette morali (1827; “Minor Moral Works”), an
influential philosophical exposition, mainly in dialogue form, of  his doctrine of  despair.

Lack of  money forced him to live at Recanati (1828–30), but he escaped again to Florence through the
financial help of  friends and published a further collection of  poems, I canti (1831). Frustrated love for
a Florentine beauty, Fanny Targioni-Tozzetti, inspired some of  his saddest lyrics. A young Neapolitan
exile, Antonio Ranieri, became his friend and only comfort.

Leopardi moved to Rome, then to Florence, and finally settled in Naples in 1833, where, among other
works, he wrote Ginestra (1836), a long poem included in Ranieri’s posthumous collection of  his works
(1845). The death that he had long regarded as the only liberation came to him suddenly in a cholera
epidemic in Naples.

Leopardi’s  genius, his frustrated hopes,  and his pain found their best outlet  in his poetry, which is
admired for its brilliance, intensity, and effortless musicality. His finest poems are probably the lyrics
called “Idillii” in early editions of  his poetry, among which is “A Silvia.” One English translation of  his
prose works is James Thomson’s  Essays,  Dialogues,  and Thoughts (1905). Among many translations of
Leopardi’s poetry are R.C. Trevelyan’s Translations From Leopardi (1941) and J.-P. Barricelli’s Poems (1963).
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Marco Philopat

Costretti a sanguinare 
Forced to bleed -A barked tale on punk
Size: 14x21 cm
Pages: 264
E 15,00

Agenzia X

Hair is fundamental - it needs to be hold - standing -
as tap or sharp studs – it is an important symbol - 
the rigid points mean hate - hair must be standing – 
angry with the whole world

He plays in  a  band,  provoking the  conformists  and writing invective  against  the  future,  he  has a
hallucinated  glimpse  and,  on  the  back  of  his  jacket,  the  writing  "Forced  to  bleed."
A narration without commas and without breaks, as it happens in the most passionate dialogues, a flow
of  conscience to tears, similar to the stammering of  an agitated orator, an autobiographic book that
tries to find the echo of  a collective motion.
A  testimony  on  the  Italian  punk  movement  that  marked  a  dramatic  time,  modifying  forever  the
imaginary and the criticism to homologation. A feverish text that puts in scene the anger and struggle
for the survival of  thousand of  young people of  the historic social center Virus of  18 Correggio street,
when Milan was one of  the capitals of  the punk movement in Europe.
Like in a novel, rich of  exhilarating episodes and of  situations limit, here he runs at full speed through
eight years, from 1977 to 1984, on the line of  a fragile metropolitan ethics of  young wild people of
yesterday and  today.

The author: Marco Philopat was one of  the first Italian 
punks, founder of  the Virus and Cox 18 social centers in 
Milan. He is also the author of  the successful novels La banda 
Bellini, and Lumi di punk.
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Marco Philopat
LA BANDA BELLINI
Novel

Agenzia X 
October 2015

204 pages  - 14x21 cm
€ 15,00

Four editions, many tousands copies sold, more 
than 100 presentations in Italy and Europe

Marco Philopat writes a novel and thereby looks at the problem from the point of  view of  the characters, their passions,
their affections. The novel is beautiful because it is all in this plot of  an insoluble and unresolved matter. -Antonio
Negri

Milan.  Seventies.  Tucked away in  an ambulance  for three  days,  Giusva  holds  the  index  on
the trigger of  a sniper rifle. There are many scores to settle. The man to kill is Andrea Bellini,
blond, long hair, a six-three, trench down to his feet and inevitable Ray-Ban. For years, he heads
the most feared security service of  the movement in Milan,  a neighborhood gang that has
chosen the path of  the political involvement and militancy, with the idea of  not being "slaves
of  anyone" and with images of   Peckinpah's Wild Bunch in his head ... 
A novel of  rough and hard everyday epic. The story of  some proletarian children of  former
partisans who defied the armies of  the city. Clashes with the police and other services Order
during the parades, loves, fears, fratricidal strife, grief, drama and vital affirmations to which,
sooner or later, the history was supposed to present the bill.
The Bellini band is an honest and ruthless oral tale that becomes great literature, story within a
story that becomes collective narrative, glimpse of  a unresolved and restless memory  

Marco Philopat, is a writer and publisher. He is the author
of  many successful novels, including  Costretti a sanguinare, I
viaggi  di  Mel,  Roma  k.o.,  Rumble  bee  and  is  involved  in  a
number of   alternative culture projects 
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Pablito el Drito
Once were ravers
Cronache da un vortice esistenziale
Chronicles from an existential vortex

Agenzia X 
2017

168 p. with illustrations

An idealist raver, who becomes pusher of  soft drugs to stay among the party, is the leader of  a dreamy,
psychedelic group, where you may often laugh of  the mismatched characters. Until the music stops, for so
many, along with their age: youth. 

Alessandro Beretta, Il Corriere della Sera

Italy, 2002. Ernesto, a young man at the end of  his  twenties, leaves his job and decides 
to dedicate himself  to his passions: straying from one rave to the other in search of   
chemical pleasures and impossibile loves. 
The amplified sensations of  the protagonist mingle with the flow of  obsessive and 
shamanic rhythms of  techno music. In the background, the factories, huge dinosaurs of  
the industrial age, that resume life thanks to a myriad of  young people from all over 
Europe: over-time students, revolutionary who have lost compass, gypsies, cubists, 
robbers, punks, squatters, but above all cheaters and pushers ... 

An ironic and bitter-sweet novel in which reality fades into hallucinations, an original and
authentic point of  view from within a scene that has deeply shaped a generation of  
dreamers. 

Pablito el Drito (Fabio Pistolesi), activist, DJ and producer,  
established  the record label Rexistenz and writes for several 
alternative culture sites. 
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Manolo Morlacchi

La fuga in avanti 

Revolution is a flower that doesn’t die

Memoires

Agenzia X  

New edition 2015

248 pages with illustrations

The history of a proletarian family, the Morlacchi, sums up all the 20th century history of

workers  movement.  Anti-Fascism,  the  Resistance,  the  post-war  period  and  the  first

conflict with the PCI. From the 60’ies, the ten Morlacchi brothers participate at various

level  in  the  social  and  political  struggles  of  the  period,  and Pierino  is  amongst  the

founders of the Red Brigade. Manolo, his son, tells his family's history from the affective

point of view, but also with political outlook. In this new edition, the author tells what

happened after the publication of the book in 2007, the debates, the book presentations,

and he’s being accused of terrorism.
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 Bestselling works by ERALDO BALDINI

Eraldo  Baldini  was  born  in  Russi  (RA).  After
specializing  in  Cultural  Anthropology  and
Ethnography,  and  having  written  several  essays  in
those fields, in the early nineties he devoted himself
to  fiction.  In  1991  he  won  the  Mystfest  Cattolica
Award with the story of  King Carnival: so he began his
career  as  a  writer.  Today  he  is  not  only  a  popular
novelist in Italy and abroad, but also a playwright and
organizer of  cultural events. He lives in Porto Fuori, a
suburb of  Ravenna between the city and the sea.

Bambine

128 pages
FERNANDEL Forthcoming: January 2016 

Three  little  girls,  in  a  matter  of  weeks,  disappear  as
swallowed by the fog that  often envelops  Ravenna,  a  city
where the landscape of  the port, the ships and the industrial
area formed a strange contrast to the quiet "living room" of
the center. Suddenly a cloud of  fear comes to darken the
everyday  life,  creating  apprehension,  disbelief  and
helplessness, which grow when the story, in a relentless 

succession of  twists, will take on contours of  pure horror. Carlo Bertelli, a chronicler
of  the province that carries his life without enthusiasm, in spite of  him has to dip into a
terrible story, driven mainly by the need to protect little Chiara, the daughter of  his best
friend who died in the sea. 

Fra l'Adriatico e il West
Stories

240 pages
FERNANDEL – April 2015

Seventy-seven comic, bright, surreal, sometimes irreverent, 
sometimes hyperbolic tales, written by a master of   "rural 
gothic stories" 
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Gianluca MOROZZI

Confessioni di un povero imbecille

Fernandel 2016
144 p.
€ 16.00  - with a CD

Here I am. After twenty-six years of career I have 

achieved the perfect balance bankruptcy. The merger

between audience and band, with the audience and 

the band reunited in the same machine ...

In the 1980s a  boy named Cristian Cabra founds with three school friends a crazy rock
band - the “Desperos”. In 1988, Christina, with the stage name of  Kabra,  falls in love
with the unattainable Sarah and transforms his group in a serious and rigorous rock
band. In 2016, after many hardships, lineup changes, four singers, many records and few
successes, Kabra and the Desperos are still on the stages.
As always, many love, road and rock stories, with episodes set in  various moments of
the career of  the band from their first debut to the disastrous fall from a fake Titanic
deck - the struggle with his rival Tex to the new meeting with Zanna and Sarah. 

Gianluca Morozzi was born in 1971 in Bologna, where he
lives.  A  prolific  and  extremely  generous  author,  for
Fernandel has written the number of  books that you find
below. Othe of  his books  has been published by Guanda
publisher,  including  Blackout  (2004)  and  L'era  del  porco
(2005).
Even when you consider him the world's worst guitarist, he
plays and has played in several local rock band. 
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Franco Bottalo

Il volo del cuore

The fly of the heart 

Novel

Ibis edizioni

184 pages

2014 – 14 euros

A young therapist participates in an international conference on traditional medicine in a

Eastern big city. Here he meets a shiatsu teacher, Mae. Thanks to her, he deepens the

techniques of this art of healing, and so begins his awareness trip that will lead him to

discover the sense of his life. An initiation novel, rich of suggestions and written with

lots  of  metaphors  and examples  taken  by Nature  to  explain  self-awareness  and the

mystery of Universe.

Franco Bottalo is an expert of Shiatsu, Chinese medicine, Qi Gong,

Taoism. He is the Director of Shiatsu professional schools and  the

Institute  for  Oriental  energy  discipline.  Bottalo is  the  author  of

several  books on these subjects with Xenia:  Fondamenti  di  Medicina

Tradizionale  Cinese,  Manuale  di  Shiatsu,  Diagnosi  Shiatsu.  Lo Shiatsu,  Il

cammino dell’anima.
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